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The Interchromatin Compartment Participates in the
Structural and Functional Organization of the Cell Nucleus

Thomas Cremer,* Marion Cremer, Barbara Hübner, Asli Silahtaroglu, Michael Hendzel,
Christian Lanctôt, Hilmar Strickfaden,* and Christoph Cremer*

This article focuses on the role of the interchromatin compartment (IC) in
shaping nuclear landscapes. The IC is connected with nuclear pore complexes
(NPCs) and harbors splicing speckles and nuclear bodies. It is postulated that
the IC provides routes for imported transcription factors to target sites, for
export routes of mRNA as ribonucleoproteins toward NPCs, as well as for the
intranuclear passage of regulatory RNAs from sites of transcription to remote
functional sites (IC hypothesis). IC channels are lined by less-compacted
euchromatin, called the perichromatin region (PR). The PR and IC together
form the active nuclear compartment (ANC). The ANC is co-aligned with the
inactive nuclear compartment (INC), comprising more compacted
heterochromatin. It is postulated that the INC is accessible for individual
transcription factors, but inaccessible for larger macromolecular aggregates
(limited accessibility hypothesis). This functional nuclear organization
depends on still unexplored movements of genes and regulatory sequences
between the two compartments.

1. Introduction

During the last two decades, the compartmentalized structure of
the cell nucleus and packaging of its genome has become a key is-
sue for the understanding of nuclear functions.[1–8] Methodolog-
ical progress has now reached a state where we are witnessing
the rise of a new research field, called the 4D nucleome.[9–11] It
has become evident that the structural organization of nuclei is
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inseparably connected with their functional
tasks at all levels, from molecules to genes,
chromatin domains (CDs), chromosome
territories, and the functional nuclear orga-
nization at large.
The “top-down” approach to explore nu-

clear structure and function started in the
nineteenth century with the discovery of
the cell nucleus, its indirect division with
the formation ofmitotic chromosomes, and
the first description of chromatin.[12–14]The
“bottom up” followed in the twentieth cen-
tury culminating with the discovery that
chromosomes carry a text written by evolu-
tion into immensely long DNA molecules.
The direct visualization of specific genes
located on chromosomes became possi-
ble, when Mary Pardue and Joseph Gall
invented a method for the molecular hy-
bridization of DNA probes to the DNA of
cytological preparations.[15] For reviews, see
refs. [16,17].

In 1968, David Comings published a seminal paper about
“The Rationale for an Ordered Arrangement of Chromatin in
the Interphase Nucleus” where he argued for a spaghetti-like
assembly of chromatin fibers possibly connected to the nuclear
pore complexes (NPCs).[18,19] During the 1960s and 1970s, the
cell nucleus was still widely conceived as a chemical reaction
vial with proteins and RNAs diffusing in the nuclear sap in a
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largely unrestricted way. Only a few molecular biologists became
already interested in problems of 3D genome organization
during the 1970s.[20] Francis Crick, one of the most influential
advocates of the bottom-up approach, asked “How much does
the 3D structure of the eukaryotic genomematter for expression,
compared to the 1D structure?”[21] “The methods of studying 3D
structures with precision are far more difficult than the methods
available for sequencing DNA. Thus, if it turns out […] that the
3D structure is not merely a packing device needed mainly for
mitosis but is also of primary importance for gene expression,
then […] we will need a more devious and ingenious plan of
attack. Only time can show which alternative is preferred by
nature and how difficult the problem will turn out to be.” In a
lecture delivered in 1977 at the Sixth International Chromosome
Conference in Helsinki, Crick acknowledged the advance of the
new chromosome banding techniques in genetic mapping and
the clinical importance to identify all human chromosomes and
larger deletions and translocations, but reminded his audience
of cytogeneticists (one of the authors of this article [T. Cremer]
was among them): “The metaphase chromosome, which is
the object of study of many of the conference members, is the
dullest form of chromosome: an inert package needed to make
orderly mitosis possible. […] Unfortunately, this is the least
rewarding form to study microscopically.”[22] Because of the
limited resolution of cytological methods, Crick doubted that
they could ever make a meaningful contribution to understand
the 3D organization of chromosomes. “Evolution, guided by
natural selection, must always remain the grandest theme in
biology, but if we are to arrive at a deep understanding […] it is
essential (among other things) to know exactly what constitutes
a eukaryotic gene.” Crick hoped for possibilities of genetic
engineering to obtain biochemically useful amounts of a “pure
gene,” and ended his lecture with this statement: “I feel that
chromosome workers will ignore these coming advances in
molecular biology to their peril. It is not enough, in order to
understand the book of Nature, to turn over the pages and look
on the pictures. Painful, so it may be, it is necessary to read the
text. Only with the assistance of molecular biology this will be
possible.”[22]

Both top-down and bottom-up strategies must be integrated in
the attempt to understand the interplay of structure and function
in the most complex organelle of the cell. Sophisticated methods
that allow the quantitative description of nuclear landscapes
have always been instrumental to identify problems that require
a mechanistic explanation, starting with the discovery of mitosis.
The study of the nuclear architecture of mammalian rod photore-
ceptor cells may serve here as another case in point to illustrate
this necessity.[23] Unexpectedly, a profound difference was de-
tected between the nuclear architecture of rods in mammalian
species with a diurnal life and species, which are predominantly
active at night, dusk and dawn. Rods of diurnal mammals
possess the conventional architecture found in nearly all eu-
karyotic cells, with most heterochromatin situated at the nuclear
periphery and euchromatin residing toward the nuclear interior.
In contrast, in crepuscular species, compact heterochromatin
expands in the nuclear center, whereas less-compacted euchro-
matin lines the nuclear border. This inverted pattern forms by
remodeling of the conventional one during terminal differen-
tiation of rods. The underlying mechanism apparently evolved

because of a selective advantage: Inverted rod nuclei act as
collecting lenses and allow visual orientation in a low-light envi-
ronment. This example demonstrates the profound potential for
major modifications of nuclear architecture enforced by selective
pressure and also how primarily descriptive top-down strategies
pave the way to the identification and further exploration of new
mechanisms.[24]

The discovery of nucleosomes in the 1970s marked the be-
ginning of a major change in our understanding of chromatin’s
functional capacities.[25–28] The enigma of the nucleosome’s
functional roles beyond DNA packaging was lifted, when it
was discovered that tightly controlled epigenetic modifications
contribute directly to regulation of both chromatin structure and
transcription, prompting a still ongoing change of paradigm in
our understanding of genetic and environmental interactions.
Nucleosomes form ≈10 nm thick chromatin fibers. The fold-
ing of these fibers into a hierarchy of higher-order chromatin
structures in nuclei of living cells has remained an intensely
debated problem.[29] At approximately 2 m before (G1) and 4 m
after DNA replication (G2 and mitosis), the DNA molecules
contained within a diploid mammalian cell nuclei appear
immensely long, given that they are packaged within diploid
mammalian cell nuclei with typical diameters of between 5 and
15 µm. However, packaging a quantity of about 6000 megabase
pairs (Mbp) wrapped around up to 30 million nucleosomes in a
diploid mammalian cell nucleus leaves still plenty of space for
an interchromatin compartment (IC) crowded with non-histone
proteins, RNAs, and functional macromolecular aggregates.
This article emphasizes the perspective that the IC represents a
nuclear compartment with its own functions which co-evolved
together with the “crumpled” organization of chromatin.[30]

2. The ANC-INC Model: Functional Nuclear
Organization Based on co-Aligned Active and
Inactive Compartments

The ANC-INC model[31] is a refined version of the chromosome
territory–interchromatin compartment (CT-IC) model.[32]

Microscopic evidence for the ANC-INC model (Figure 1) de-
scribed below demonstrates that chromatin domains (CDs) are
pervaded by a branched contiguous network of channels with di-
rect contacts to NPCs. In a broad sense an interchromatin space
forms by necessity, when chromatin loops are organized into
compact CDs. By our use of the term interchromatin compart-
ment, we emphasize our expectation that the IC has functional
properties of its own. Expanded regions of the IC, called IC la-
cunas, harbor a variety of nuclear bodies.[31] Movements of splic-
ing speckles are a telling example for the capability of functional
macromolecular aggregates to move along IC channels whose
width appears to be adjustable to functional needs.[33,34]

The IC is characterized by a very low average DNA density,
likely resulting from relatively sparse chromatin- or even naked
DNA loops (Figure 1A,B) penetrating into the IC interior from
lining CDs. Arguably, specific types of proteins and regulatory
RNAs enrich within the IC and form larger functional aggre-
gates for transcription, splicing, replication, and repair either
directly within the IC or in its lining, functionally competent
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Figure 1. ANC-INC network model. A) The scheme exemplifies the topographical relation of the spatially co-aligned active and inactive nuclear compart-
ments (ANC and INC). Shown are several chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) of a chromosome territory (CT) associated with the nuclear envelope. The
ANC is composed of two parts: first, a 3D-channel network, called the interchromatin compartment (IC, white), which starts at nuclear pores and forms
a contiguous branched 3D network throughout the nuclear interior containing proteins, RNAs, and macromolecular aggregates, such as nuclear bodies
and speckles (blue); second, easily accessible, transcriptionally competent chromatin (green), called the perichromatin region (PR), which forms the
borders of the IC channels. The PR is enriched in regulatory and coding sequences of active genes and represents the nuclear subcompartment, where
most of the transcription, splicing of primary transcripts, as well as transcription of regulatory RNAs takes place. Accordingly, the PR is also enriched
in epigenetic marks for transcriptionally competent chromatin, as well as RNAP II and transcription factories. In contrast, more compact chromatin
located remote from IC channels can be attributed to the INC (red). It is enriched in epigenetic marks for low or silent transcriptional activity (adapted
with permission. [35] Copyright 2014, Informa UK Limited). B) ANC/INC topography at somewhat higher resolution with small chromatin loops invad-
ing the IC channels. A dotted circle denotes a CD with a DNA content of ≈500 kbp. In contrast to the model view in (A) where the entire chromatin
of a CD lining IC channels may be transcriptionally competent, here this competence is restricted to the periphery of a CD (encircled) (adapted with
permission.[31] Copyright 2015, Federation of European Biochemical Societies). C) This cartoon (adapted with permission.[36] Copyright 2017, Springer
Nature illustrates essentials of the IC hypothesis. CDs and CDCs are represented as gray entities, the PR is depicted as a green contour at CD/CDC
borders. Proteins, which enter the IC channel system through nuclear pores, such as transcription factors (TFs), RNAP II and other functional or ar-
chitectural proteins, are indicated as red dots. It is assumed that individual macromolecules may be specifically enriched within IC channels. They are
able to enter the interior of compact chromatin, although their mobility may be considerably more constrained within CDs constituting the INC than
within the IC and PR. In contrast, aggregations of proteins and protein/RNA complexes are restricted to the ANC, but fully excluded from the INC. In the
diffusion mode, macromolecules are driven by Brownian motion. Arrows suggest a component of a seemingly directed movement, which could result
from concentration gradients of macromolecules and/or the streaming of fluid within IC channels or other physicochemical mechanisms.

chromatin, the perichromatin region (PR).[37–40,42] The PR is
enriched with epigenetic marks for transcriptionally competent
chromatin and RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII)[31] and serves as
the major site of transcription and likely also for the replica-
tion of DNA/chromatin as well as repair processes needed for
the maintenance of genome integrity.[40] Actively transcribed
DNA regions with a high-density of RNA polymerase II form
transcription hot zones around nuclear speckles.[41,43]

At least for euchromatin, the published literature is full of car-
toons, which imply a rather open configuration of chromatin
loops. In contrast to an interchromatin space expanding both be-
tween and in the interior of open chromatin loops, the concept of
the interchromatin compartment implies that chromatin loops
and the resulting CDs may be compacted to an extent that the
access of macromolecules, such as individual transcription fac-
tors and regulatory RNAs, can be largely constrained, while the
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access of macromolecular aggregates involved in major nuclear
functions is fully excluded.[44] Based on this conceptual advance,
we propose the following hypotheses.
First, we predict that the IC serves as a system for the import,

export and intranuclear distribution system of macromolecules
including a) routes for the import and channeledmobility of tran-
scription factors (TFs) and numerous other imported proteins,
such as RNA polymerases; b) export routes for mRNA packaged
as ribonucleoprotein complexes (mRNPs) towardNPCs; c) routes
for the intranuclear distribution of non-coding regulatory RNA
sequences transcribed at certain nuclear sites to other remote
sites of action enriched in the PR (IC hypothesis) (Figure 1C).
Second, we hypothesize that macromolecular machineries re-

quired for transcription, replication, and repair are formedwithin
the ANC and that DNA sequences, located in the INC are inac-
cessible for macromolecular aggregates (limited accessibility hy-
pothesis). Compelling experimental evidence for or against the
IC hypothesis and the limited accessibility hypothesis has not yet
been obtained. It is currently unknown to which extent individ-
ual macromolecules, such as TFs, are able to explore the interior
of individual CDs or whether contacts are restricted to targets ex-
posed at CD surfaces.[45]

Third, we argue for dynamic structural and functional inter-
actions between the ANC and INC, including mechanisms for
movements of chromatin loops or entire CDs between the two
co-aligned compartments (dynamic interactions hypothesis).
Such mechanisms should allow to lock genes and regulatory
sequences away into the INC for long term silencing but also
to move them back into the ANC in case of their physiological
or pathological activation. Such mechanisms are also required
to move sequences or entire CDs from the INC into ANC for
DNA/chromatin replication or for repair of DNA damage. CDs
carrying genes and regulatory sequences involved in rapid,
ongoing changes of expression, or transcriptional bursts may
be permanently located in the ANC. In contrast, long-term or
permanently inactive genes may be embedded within the highly
compacted, facultative heterochromatin of the INC together with
inactive regulatory sequences.[46,47] Moreover, the topography
and spreading of the IC may change in line with functional
requirements.
Analogies can help to emphasize important features of a

model without distraction by a multitude of technical vocabulary,
as long as we keep their limits inmind. The ANC-INCmodel of a
cell nucleus may be compared with a town (Figure 2A–C). Anal-
ogous to a transcription factor (TF) approaching its target DNA,
a blind Romeo moves through empty streets and places at night
(Figure 2D) or crowded with people during the day (Figure 2E). A
detailed explanation of this analogy and its limitations is provided
in Box 1.

3. Support for the ANC-INC Model with Electron
Microscopic Studies

3.1. Evidence Obtained with Transmission and Scanning Electron
Microscopy

The invention of electron microscopy (EM) by Ruska and Knoll
dates back to the early 1930s.[78] Today, the best resolution of

commercially available instruments is in the order of 1 nm.
Seminal TEM studies carried out with ultrathin nuclear sections
(<100 nm) during the late 1960s and early 1970s laid the foun-
dation for our current understanding of nuclear compartmental-
ization. The EDTA-regressive staining method invented by Wil-
helm Bernhard distinguished between DNA and RNA carrying
structures and overcame a drawback of early EM staining pro-
tocols that lacked this capability. Using this method, Monneron
and Bernhard observed an unexpected complexity of the nuclear
architecture with clumps of chromatin pervaded by an inter-
chromatin space, including interchromatin and perichromatin
granules, perichromatin fibrils, and coiled bodies.[79] In another
groundbreaking study, Fakan and Bernhard used cultured mon-
key kidney cells for pulse-labeling experiments with 3H-Uridine
followed by EM autoradiographic analyses.[80] (Figure 3A).
This study first identified a border zone between chromatin

clusters and the interchromatin space as the nuclear subcompart-
ment for transcription. Notably, an enrichment of silver grains
in this border zone became more prominent with increasing
pulse labeling times (2–15 min). In agreement with the sug-
gested role of the ANC and the IC hypothesis, radioactivity was
retained in the RNP-containing interchromatin space even af-
ter prolonged incubation times followed by an additional chase
with cold uridine.[80] Numerous further EM autoradiographic
studies confirmed the functional role of this perichromatin re-
gion (compare Figure 1) as the major nuclear subcompartment
for transcription[81–84] as well DNA replication[85,86] and DNA
repair,[39] for reviews, see refs. [38,40,42].
Currently, an almost isotropic resolution in the small nanome-

ter range has been achieved with respect to 3D reconstructions
of cells and nuclei from ultrathin sections.[87] In 3D block
face-scanning electron microscopy (BF-SEM), a microtome is
integrated into a scanning electron microscope that can slice
away ultrathin nuclear sections of ≈25 nm.[88] After each step,
an image of the newly created surface is recorded. Combined
with specific staining of DNA, this approach demonstrated
chromatin aggregations in rat liver cell nuclei together with an
extended interchromatin space (Figure 3B). En route toward
NPCs, interchromatin channels pervade the peripheral layer of
heterochromatin (Figure 3C) with direct access to the nuclear
pores (see Sections 4.2 and 4.4).[89] Another approach combines
SEM with a focused ion beam (FIB) for the sequential removal
of sections with a thickness down to 3 nm.[87] FIB-SEM can be
used for cryo-electron microscopy of vitrified sections with an
isotropic resolution of 3–5 nm.[90] This approach again provided
structural evidence for a contiguous system of IC channels with
contacts to NPCs (Figure 3D,E).

3.2. Evidence Obtained with Electron Spectroscopic Imaging

Electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) has made it possible to
map the distribution of individual elements, such as phos-
phorus and nitrogen.[91] Although proteins and nucleic acids
contain both elements, they differ profoundly with respect to
their nitrogen/phosphorus ratios. The collection of phosphorus
and nitrogen maps allows the generation of composite images
that readily contrast the chromatin with the interchromatin
compartment. This has made it possible to distinguish the
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Figure 2. The cell nucleus as a town: A)Model of a cell nucleus, adapted with permission.[48] Copyright 2000, Begell House Inc., shows the interchromatin
compartment (IC) (green) starting at nuclear pores with IC-channels, expanding into wider IC-lacunas in the nuclear interior (scale bar: 5 mm). In
addition, three chromosome territories (CTs) (red) are drawn arbitrarily on a confocal section through a HeLa cell nucleus with GFP-labeled histones
H2B (white); n indicates nucleoli. One CT (bottom) reveals IC-channels expanding between ≈1-Mbp chromatin domains (CDs). Another CT (top left)
shows CDs composed of ≈100-kbp subdomains, pervaded by the finest IC-channels.[48] B) Adaptation from Monachium Bavariae with permission of
Stadtarchiv München. This Munich city plan from 1613 was drawn by Tobias Volckmer (1586-1659). Gates (arrows), houses, quarters (some arbitrarily
marked in red and blue) and pervading streets (some marked in green) correspond to nuclear pores, CDs and CTs. C) Pieter Brueghel the Elder “The
fight between carnival and lent” (1559) reproduced with permission from KHM-MuseumsverbandWien. D) and E) Adaptations from Brueghels painting
emphasize features analogous to the cell nucleus as a town (for details see Box 1). D) Romeo in search for Juliet stands on the empty market place.[49]

Since Romeo is blind, he meanders over the empty place (white line). E) Various groups, including a group of carnevalists and drinkers (left) and another
of faithful and pious persons (right), dominate the crowded marketplace. For lack of membership, Romeo is excluded from both groups in analogy to
factors excluded from phase separated macromolecular aggregates forming in the IC.[50]

BioEssays 2020, 42, 1900132 © 2020 The Authors. BioEssays published by WILEY Periodicals, Inc.1900132 (5 of 18)
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Box 1: Romeo in Search of Juliet: How Does a Transcription Factor Find its Target Sequence?

Romeo has entered the town through one of its gates. His
search for Juliet emphasizes the need to study this process
not in isolation, but in the context of the structural and func-
tional implications of the whole town. When the place and
the roads are deserted at night (Figure 2D), his search is only
constrained by the buildings lining the market place and
branching streets. Since he is blind and has no a priori in-
formation about the position of Juliet’s house, his ability to
recognize her depends on a direct contact. Coming close to
her does not suffice. If he fails to establish a close contact,
he may move away from her again with little chance to get
as close a second time. Without a guide he has no choice
but to meander around with random turns (white lines in
Figure 2D). Alternatively, he may move or hop along lining
house fronts or try both search strategies in combination.
Romeo’s search can be further complicated, if Juliet changes
her position during his search or if she does not show up at
the front of her own house, but is hidden somewhere in the
interior. In such a case, Romeo must extend his search into
the interior of all houses. This search may be impeded by
conditions, which hinder or even fully exclude his entrance
into the interior of some or all houses.
Several major limitations of our analogy must be emphasized
in line with the fact that the space-time properties of a cell
nucleus are more complex than the rather rigid architecture
of a 16th century town.
First, the search kinetics of a TF for its target site(s) differ
profoundly from a single pair of lovers to find each other. It is
essential to know precisely how regulatory factors search for
and bind to their targets. In contrast to a monogamous love
affair of a single Romeo with a single Juliet, a given TF may
search for numerous targets involved in the regulation of a
set of genes.[51] Hundreds or even thousands of TFs can be
simultaneously involved in the search for the same few target
site(s), speeding up the finding process within a diploidmam-
malian genome with 6 billion base pairs (1 billion = 109 bp)
before and 12 billion base pairs after DNA replication. Di-
rected movements may help to position CDs and their genes
next to each other, when a functional need arises. Whereas we
may expect that two human lovers having found each other
will stay together for prolonged periods of time, this is not
typical with respect to the interaction of macromolecules,
where the assembly and dissassembly of protein–protein
and protein–nuclear acid interactions may take place in
seconds.[52–54]

Second, a town may be built to some extent at least by de-
sign, but the founders (“designers”) of the little Dutch town
(Figure 2B) had surely not in mind the desire of many pairs
of lovers to find each other. In contrast, from the very begin-
ning to the present day genomes evolved not by design but
according to the rules of a Darwinian evolution. Direct or indi-
rect functional interactions of regulatory factors with specific
DNA target sites at the right time and right place have been
indispensable for genome regulation and thus at least to some
part a matter of survival and natural selection. Structure and
function of the 4D nucleome in prokaryotes and eukaryotes

co-evolved as inseparable features.[30] Possibly, smaller dis-
tances between active genes and regulatory sequences located
in the nuclear interior have helped to establish functional
networks. The evolution of certain structures opens new av-
enues, but also sets new constraints for the further evolution
of a biological system. The nuclear envelope, for example, was
a starting point for the further evolution of non-random radial
CT arrangements. For reasons that are still not fully under-
stood, the radial arrangement of the chromatin is stably main-
tained in both cycling and postmitotic cells in a wide range of
species, that is, gene poor CTs and chromosome segments, re-
spectively, are preferentially located at the nuclear periphery,
while gene dense CTs and segments occupy the nuclear in-
terior territories and segments in the interior.[55–61] Arguably,
the interior location of gene dense chromatin observed in all
cell types with rare exceptions[23] results in smaller distances,
even when genes are located on different CTs, and may help
to establish non-random, functional interactions.
Third, in nuclei of most cell types, CTs are arranged in inti-
mate contact with each other.[62] However, important excep-
tions of this rule have been detected. For example, nuclei with
neighboring CTs, fully separated from each other by broad
IC channels, have been recognized in stage specific nuclei
during bovine preimplantation development[35] (see Section
4.2), as well as in diploid cells in a state of premature senes-
cence induced by activated oncogenes,[63] or by treatment of
normal or cancer cells with certain drugs.[64–66] The problem
of how neighboring territories may structurally interact with
each other, has not yet been settled. Branco and Pombo have
proposed chromatin intermingling based on extended, likely
10 nm thick chromatin loops that penetrate from a given CT
into its neighbor.[67] Alternatively, strings of sequential CDs
may penetrate from one CT as “fingerlike” protrusions into its
neighbor.[40,68] Both possibilities are not mutually exclusive.
In any case, the amount of chromatin intermingling between
neighboring CTs must be very limited. Otherwise the success
of combinatorial labeling schemes with chromosome paint
probes to distinguish well demarcated, differentially colored
CTs would not have been possible.[69] Fourth, unlike a town
with a mostly fixed infrastructure, chromatin domains may
be understood as entities with liquid drop like properties[44]

or properties of visco-elastic gels.[70–72] Transitions between
the two states are likely of major functional importance. The
physicochemistry relevant to this situation involves polymer
mechanics in macromolecular crowding conditions.[50] Fur-
thermore, in contrast to the rather rigid and stable geometry
of a town’s quarters and buildings, the 4D geometry of CTs
and CDs may change within a short time. CDs are mov-
ing continuously at small scales (<1 µm)[73] and may change
their compaction.[74,75] Large-scale positional changes of en-
tire CTs were reported in nuclei of serum-starved or senes-
cent fibroblast cells and during terminal differentiation of
rod cells.[23,76,77] In proliferating cells, neighborhood arrange-
ments of individual chromosomes can change profoundly
during mitosis.[73]
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Figure 3. Evidence for the interchromatin compartment and perichromatin region based on transmission and scanning EM. A) EM auto radiography
of a monkey kidney cell nucleus by Fakan and Bernhard in 1971 provides the first evidence for a non-random nuclear topography of transcription in a
mammalian cell nucleus. Reproduced with permission.[80] Copyright 1971, Elsevier. The image shows an ultrathin section of amonkey kidney cell nucleus
with a nucleolus (nu) and extranucleolar region. The cell was fixed after applying a 5 min pulse-labeling with 3H-Uridine. EM autoradiography shows
silver grains, indicating the incorporation of 3H-Uridine into newly synthesized RNA. Some silver grains are surrounded by a circle with a radius of 120
Å indicating the resolution of this technique. Regressive EDTA staining of DNA resulted in very weakly stained, bleached chromatin clusters in contrast
to the comparatively intense staining of RNPs within the interchromatin space. Borders are marked with added lines. Silver grains are strongly enriched
in the border zone between EDTA-resistant RNP structures and the bleached chromatin.” In subsequent studies the border zone was further defined as
the perichromatin region (PR) lining the IC channels (for further details, see text). B) Top view on a 250 nm thick median, nuclear section obtained with
3D block face-scanning electron microscopy of a hepatocyte nucleus shows chromatin clusters (gray pervaded by an extended interchromatin space
(white) Adapted with permission.[89] Copyright 2009, Springer Nature. This section was reconstructed from five sequential images. Each new image was
recorded after slicing away another 50 nm thick section. C) Side view on a more extended 3D reconstruction of BF-SEM images from the same nucleus
shows little holes that reflect interchromatin channels pervading the layer of heterochromatin beneath the nuclear envelope (not recorded) Adapted with
permission.[89] Copyright 2009, Springer Nature. D) Image of a mouse retina nucleus studied with FIB-SEM confirms chromatin clusters pervaded by
an interchromatin space with channels extending through a thick peripheral chromatin layer. Reproduced with permission.[90] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
E) 3D reconstruction of the same nucleus shows the exit sites (red) of peripheral IC channels as proxies for NPC locations. Scale bar: 2 µm.

nuclear topography of nucleic acids from similar appearing
and abundant proteinaceous structures without a need for ad-
ditional staining protocols. Using this method, Strickfaden and
colleagues studied nuclei from various cell types and species,
including human HeLa cells, established from a cervical can-
cer (Figure 4A,B).[92] These ESI images show short granular
chromatin chains with diameters between 12.6 and 21.6 nm
embedded in a DNA-free space with protein rich interchro-
matin fibrils (note the striking similarities with ChromEMT
images from U2OS cell nuclei in Figure 4B). A comparison of
nuclear architectures between cell lines that strongly differ in

their functional states revealed marked differences with respect
to the distribution of chromatin between the INC and ANC,
the density of chromatin networks and diameters of chro-
matin chains, as well as the width of IC channels (compare 4.2
below).[92] In agreement with such structural differences, the
transcriptomes of cancer cell lines, such as HeLa, and normal
tissue cells differ greatly although causal connections have
remained elusive. An RNA sequencing study of a HeLa cell
line revealed 1907 genes (of which 805 are protein coding) that
were more highly expressed in HeLa than in any tissue in the
BodyMap.[93]
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Figure 4. Electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) of chromatin clusters and interchromatin channels enriched with the DNA repair protein p53BP1. A) ESI
micrograph of a 50 nm ultrathin section from a Hela cell nucleus. Nucleic acids were identified due to their high content of phosphorous atoms (red
channel) and proteinaceous interchromatin fibrils by their content of nitrogen atoms (green channel) Scale bar: 600 nm. B) Enlarged view of the box
framed in (A). Diameters between 12.6 and 21.6 nm were measured for chromatin fibers (cyan lines) and between 11 and 45.6 nm for interchromatin
fibrils (yellow lines). Reproduced with permission under the terms of the CC-BY-ND 4.0 International license.[92] Copyright 2019, the Authors. Published
by bioRxiv. C) ESI micrograph of a 50 nm ultrathin nuclear section from a U2OS cell (Strickfaden and Hendzel unpublished results). U2OS cells over-
expressed the DNA repair protein p53BP1 tagged with miniSOG. Overexpressed p53BP1 (false colored in blue) is detected in interchromatin channels
and lacunas, pervading between chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) (yellow). Scale bar: 100 nm. D) 3D structure of miniSOG (top) and scheme of the
staining procedure of miniSOG tagged proteins (bottom). Reproduced with permission.[94] Copyright 2011, PLoS One.

Figure 4C shows a 50 nm ultrathin section of a U2OS cell nu-
cleus recorded with ESI that demonstrates the enrichment of an
overexpressed 53BP1 tagged with miniSOG (Figure 4D) within
the IC channel system and exclusion from compact chromatin.
53BP1 plays a role in non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) re-

pair and forms aggregates with other proteins.[95] In line with the
IC hypothesis and limited accessibility hypothesis described in
Section 2, we argue that NHEJ and other mechanisms of DNA
repair are carried out within the ANC. An electron microscopic
investigation of nucleotide excision repair (NER) in human cell
lines has shown that following UV-irradiation, XPA and XPC,
two proteins involved in the chromatin associated NER complex,
accumulate within the PR.[39] To enable the execution of DNA re-
pair within the ANC, we postulate that repair of DNA damage
caused within the INC requires movements of damaged DNA
into the ANC. Notably, 53BP1 binds to the repressive histone
modifications H4K20m3 and H3K9m3 suggesting the ability of

53BP1 to diffuse into compact CDs in the INC and possibly trig-
ger the relocation of damaged DNA from the INC into the ANC
prior to the execution of repair.[95] The repair of damaged DNA
molecules alone, however, may not suffice to restore the func-
tional integrity of the genome, but requires the restoration of the
structural and functional nuclear landscape present before the
DNA damage occurred. Accordingly, damaged sequences located
in compact CDs of the INC, but moved into the ANC for repair,
must be relocated into the INC thereafter.

3.3. Evidence Obtained with ChromEMT, Soft X-Ray Tomography
and Block Face Electron Microscopy of Whole Vitreously Frozen
Cells

ChromEMT is based on a combination of electron microscopy
tomography (EMT) with a protocol that selectivity enhances the
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Figure 5. Chromatin clusters and interchromatin channels studied with
ChromEMT. A) The scheme depicts the generation of diaminobenzi-
dine (DAB) polymers used for the selective enhancement of DNA con-
trast in ChromEMT. B) Assemblies of nucleosomes (NCs) revealed with
ChromEMT show diameters between 5 and 24 nm, with different particle
arrangements, densities, and structural conformations. A DNA free inter-
chromatin space extends between these nucleosome assemblies, which
we consider as the finest channels of the IC. Scale bar: 50 nm. Repro-
duced with permission.[96] Copyright 2017, American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS).

contrast of DNA. Using this method, Ou and colleagues studied
nuclei of primary human small airway epithelial cells (SAECs)
and demonstrated assemblies of nucleosomes in granular chains
with diameters between 5 and 24 nm (Figure 5A,B).[96] Such gran-
ular chains are likely derived from nucleosome clusters (NCs).[97]

Apparently, particle arrangements, densities, and structural con-
formations of the chains differ. It is not clear yet, whether this
variability argues for disordered structures (presenting a random
walk nucleosome chain) or reflects records of ordered structures,
capable of dynamic changes with functional demands.[98]

Using soft X-ray tomography (SXT) combined with 3D X-ray
reconstructions, Le Gros et al. followed the differentiation of nu-
clei from stem cells into neuronal progenitors and mature ol-
factory sensory neurons.[99] Interconnected networks of euchro-
matic and heterochromatic compartments with distinct borders
persisted throughout differentiation, but their spatial arrange-
ments and chromatin compaction changed profoundly. SXT like
ESI does not require any additional staining protocol. Despite an
ultrastructural resolution of SXT down to about 25–50 nm,[100]

the 3D reconstructions of nuclei shown by the authors do not
depict the IC channel networks detected in other EM studies
(Figures 3 and 4) and by super-resolved fluorescence microscopy
(Section 4). This apparent discrepancymay be explained as a con-
sequence of the evaluation procedure. Le Gros and colleagues
measured for each voxel a linear absorption coefficient for car-
bon, relying on the assumption that a higher carbon concentra-
tion distinguishes heterochromatin from euchromatin. Based on
LAC measurements, all voxels in computer-generated SXT or-
thoslices were arbitrarily classified and color-coded as either eu-
chromatin or heterochromatin.
Recently, a platform for 3D correlative super-resolution fluo-

rescence microscopy and FIB-milled block-face EM across entire

vitreously frozen cells was developed.[101] This method preserves
native ultrastructure, but despite the potential of this approach to
detect protein–ultrastructure relationships, it does not contribute
to the validation or rejection of the interchromatin compartment
as a major feature of the nuclear landscape. For this purpose,
it is necessary to distinguish the topography of DNA and vari-
ous RNAs. Combining serial block face scanning electron mi-
croscopy with a cytochemical reaction for the selective staining
of DNA, Fakan and co-workers were able to demonstrate clearly
the crumpled nature of the chromatin pervaded by the interchro-
matin compartment (Figure 3B,C).[89]

4. Support of the ANC-INC Model with
Super-Resolved Fluorescence Microscopy

4.1. A Range of Super-Resolved Microscopic Approaches has
Become Available

Super-resolved fluorescencemicroscopy has overcome the classi-
cal limit of light microscopic resolution with a lateral resolution
of about 200 nm (Abbe limit) and an axial resolution of about
600 nm (for reviews, see refs. [102–105]). Widely used methods
include stimulated emission depletion (STED)microscopy,[106,107]

structured Illumination microscopy (SIM)[108,109] (for review, see
ref. [110]). 3D SIM provides a lateral resolution of ≈100 nm
and an axial resolution of ≈300 nm. This twofold gain in lin-
ear resolution compared with the resolution of a typical con-
focal laser scanning microscope appears modest but is equiva-
lent to an ≈eightfold volumetric improvement.[102,105] SIM allows
multicolor studies of cell samples prepared for standard fluo-
rescence microscopy and does not require special fluorophores
apart from the need that they should be reasonably resistant to
photobleaching.[102]

A further increase of resolution has become possible with
various approaches of single molecule localization microscopy
(SMLM) known as PALM, STORM, etc.[111–113] These approaches
are based on the principle that single fluorescence point
sources, such as small DNA segments hybridized with fluores-
cent DNA probes[114] or “blinking” quantum dots, that is, dots,
which emit a burst of photons[111] or even individual “blinking”
fluorophores[115] can be recorded and localized with a much bet-
ter precision than the resolution limit of the microscope. Ac-
cordingly, an approach termed spectral precision distance mi-
croscopy allows to determine precisely the distance between two
differentially colored fluorescence point sources, even when they
are positioned closer to each other than the resolution limit of
the recording microscope.[114] Both sources yield a single fluo-
rescent signal in case that they emit fluorescent light with the
same wavelength. The possibility to record the precise position
of very large numbers of independent blinking events in space
from fluorophores conjugated to a cellular target of interest has
opened the way to super-resolved localization microscopy with
PALM[112] and STORM.[113] Further improvements paved the way
to use fluorophores conventionally used inmicroscopic studies of
the cell nucleus.[116–118] The highest light optical resolution in the
analysis of nuclear genome nanostructures has been obtained so
far with SMLM and is currently in the order of 20–50 nm and
even better in special circumstances.[119] The different methods
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of super-resolved microscopy which can be employed for studies
of the nuclear organization have different advantages and limi-
tations. Resolution is only one of many parameters, which need
to be considered. What matters is not always the highest reso-
lution, but the right resolution needed to solve a given biologi-
cal problem. Other parameters are of equal importance, such as
structure integrity of the sample, the choice of fluorophores, op-
timally suited for the labeling of chosen targets with little fluo-
rophore bleaching, optimal signal, and noise levels recorded by
detectors with high quantum efficiency, software for image anal-
ysis and 3D reconstructions.[120]

4.2. Nuclear Landscapes of Cell Types are Shaped by a Wide
Variation of IC Channels and Lacunas

Principle features of the ANC-INC model were consistently ob-
served in all studied cell types from various mammalian species.
Numerous 3D SIM studies combined with quantitative 3D im-
age analyses revealed CDs, CDCs and CTs, the IC and the PR
(compare Figure 1). Readers are referred to the respective lit-
erature and recent reviews.[31,35,46,47,74,102,121–125] Profound differ-
ences, however, were noted in different cell types both with re-
gard to the width of IC channels and lacunas and the quantity
and distribution of chromatin assigned to the ANC or INC. Such
differences are exemplified for human hematopoietic cell differ-
entiation (Figure 6A)[123] and for preimplantation development of
in vitro fertilized (IVF) bovine embryos (Figure 6B1–B6).[35] Vox-
els of serial SIM sections recorded from individual, DAPI-stained
nuclei were assigned to seven DAPI intensity classes as proxies
for differences of chromatin compaction.[126] In preimplantation,
nuclei of cells close to the time of major genome activation at the
8-cell stage, we noted a large central IC lacuna which occupied
a major part of the nuclear (Figure 6B3). Changes observed in
bovine IVF preimplantation embryos were mimicked by similar
changes in cloned preimplantation embryos (Figure 6B7–B12).
The size of cell nuclei decreased during preimplantation devel-
opment and central IC lacuna disappeared in line with a reor-
ganization of the chromatin landscape, where CTs contact each
other to an extent that they cannot be distinguished from each
other as distinct entities without a differential coloring by chro-
mosome painting, a situation typical for most somatic cell types.
Consider, for example, the bovine fibroblast nucleus shown in
Figure 6C13–C15. In contrast, certain interphase nuclei observed
during preimplantation development of IVF and cloned bovine
embryos provide examples, where some CTs at face value ap-
pear fully separated from neighboring CTs by wide IC channels
(Figures 6B3 and 9; Figure 6C16–C19). Notably, the profound
changes of nuclear architecture observed during bovine preim-
plantation development is dominated by a change of the IC pat-
tern. For example, Figure 8B6,B12 shows a similar context of
chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) pervaded by IC channels, but
represent enlargements of boxed areas from nuclei with drasti-
cally different global landscapes presented in Figures 6B5 and 9,
respectively.
The highly dynamic nature of higher-order chromatin organi-

zation upon transient stress was demonstrated in a SMLM study
of cultured mouse cardiomyocytes.[75] This study revealed a very
pronounced increase of chromatin compaction, when cardiomy-

ocytes were kept under oxygen and nutrient deprivation. Under
such conditions, a strong increase of chromatin compaction was
observed together with widening of the IC and a reduction of
transcription. In both control and deprived nuclei, H3K14ac, a
histone mark associated with transcriptionally permissive chro-
matin, was enriched in chromatin lining the IC, but the number
of immunodetectable H3K14ac-sites was strongly decreased dur-
ing oxygen and nutrient deprivation. These structural and func-
tional effects were reversible upon restitution of normoxia and
nutrients. Restoration of an open chromatin structure upon re-
covery even provoked a transiently more open chromatin struc-
ture and a transitory increase in transcription.

4.3. Quantitative Assignment of Functional Markers to 3D
Chromatin Compaction Maps Representing the ANC and INC

3D color heat maps based on DAPI intensity classes shown
in Figure 6 were used as proxies for a quantitative 3D assign-
ment of functionally important markers (Figure 7; compare Fig-
ure 1).[74,126]

Figure 7A illustrates the topographical context of the seven
DAPI intensity classes in a single SIM section of a DAPI-stained
human fibroblast nucleus. The lowest DNA density class 1 rep-
resents the IC with splicing speckles and nuclear bodies.[35,123,124]

Intensity classes 2 and 3 represent the less-compacted chromatin
of the PR, which lines the IC and shows a significant enrichment
for RNAPII, and epigenetic markers indicating transcriptionally
competent chromatin.[35,74,123–125] In line with these assignments,
RNA synthesis is most prominent within the PR.[121,125] More-
over, active regulatory sequences were found enriched within
the PR while inactive sequences were found enriched toward the
compacted interior core of CDCs.[46,47] Class 4 apparently depicts
a transition zone between the two co-aligned active and inactive
nuclear compartments (ANC and INC). Intensity classes 5–7
represent more compacted chromatin in the interior of CDCs
enriched with epigenetic markers for transcriptionally repressed
heterochromatin.[35,74,123,124] Assignments of markers for active
and repressed chromatin to adjacent DAPI intensity classes can
somewhat vary in different cell types and also within a given
cell type depending on variations of experimental conditions.
It should be emphasized here that various parts of the IC in
such a colored section appear like isolated blue holes of various
sizes and with multiform edges. 3D reconstructions, however,
prove the formation of an interconnected network of IC chan-
nels (3D movies in,[46,74] preferentially lined by chromatin with
epigenetic marks for transcriptionally competent chromatin.
Notably, these principal structural features of the ANC-INC
model are also maintained in cohesin depleted nuclei[124,125] and
even reconstituted in these cells after mitosis.[124]

4.4. IC Channels are Enriched with Transcribed RNAs and
Connected to Nuclear Pores

3D FISH of human fibroblasts with a cDNA probe, enriched in
genome wide sequences from transcribed genes (Figure 8A1–
A3), revealed an enrichment of RNA sequences within IC chan-
nels (Figure 8A3). Most hybridized sequences were likely present
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as RNPs. This FISH experiment was performed under denatu-
rating conditions, suggesting an enrichment of the transcribed
genes in chromatin lining IC channels. IC channels penetrate
the layer of heterochromatin beneath the nuclear envelope and
are directly connected to NPCs (Figure 8B–D).
The nuclear envelope may appear as a smooth-surfaced outer

boundary but in many cell types, including cancer cells, in-
vaginations reach deep inside and can even traverse the entire
nucleus.[127] Such envelope invaginations allow for close topo-
graphical relationships between NPCs and chromatin, as well
as nucleoli, apparently located in the nuclear interior. In con-
clusion, we argue that NPCs and the IC should be considered
as an integrated functional system—to accomplish the needs
of nuclear import/export functions even for chromatin embed-
ded deep in the nuclear interior. Nuclear invaginations covered
with NPCs may serve as a back-up system in case of extraordi-
nary import/export demands.[128] Nuclear envelope invaginations
allow for close topographical relationships between NPCs and
chromatin, as well as nucleoli, apparently located in the nuclear
interior.[127,128]

On their way through the peripheral layer of heterochromatin
associated with the lamina toward NPCs, IC channels appar-
ently extend between lamina-associated domains (LADs).[129,130]

The lamina below the nuclear envelope is composed of nuclear
lamins. Lamins are also found in the interior of the nucleus.
Molecular studies and advanced imaging approaches, includ-
ing live-cell studies, have demonstrated that lamin A is respon-
sible for the global long-range stability of chromatin through-
out the whole nuclear space, whereas other structural proteins,
such as BAF, Emerin, lamin B, CTCF, and cohesion mildly af-
fect the type of the diffusion, while the extent of motions is
not affected.[131] A-type lamins or a protein complex containing
lamin A may generate scaffolds expanding through the nuclear
space that regulate many functions, including chromatin orga-
nization, gene transcription, DNA replication, DNA damage re-
sponse, as well as cell cycle progression, cell differentiation, and
cell migration.[131] The scaffolding protein SAF-A interacts with
chromatin-associated RNAs and forms a chromatin mesh in a
transcription-dependent manner.[132] Though current evidence
favors the perspective that folded chromatin per se forms a struc-
tural milieu for nuclear functions,[133] scaffolding structures with

a multifaceted biochemical composition and structural organiza-
tion formed within the ANC may also essentially contribute to
shaping the functional nuclear architecture.[5,132,134] Some scaf-
folding structures, including A-type lamins may start at NPCs
and expand into the nuclear interior along the preformed routes
of the IC channel system, while others are generated in the
nuclear interior.[135] To what extent such scaffolding structures
might contribute to mechanical cues modulating gene expres-
sion is an open question.[136]

5. A Match between the ANC-INC Model and the
Liquid Droplet Model of Higher Chromatin
Organization

Our current conceptual understanding of higher-order chro-
matin organization has been strongly influenced by models de-
rived from polymer physics. Polymer models of chromatin or-
ganization assume that chromatin fibers are composed of a
large number of “elementary units” (nucleosomes plus linkers)
with specific differences in the DNA sequence and a variety of
DNA and histone modifications. Complex interactions take place
within and between these fibers.[137–139] Though in vitro assays
with diluted chromatin readily demonstrate 30 nm thick chro-
matin fibers, such fibers were only exceptionally observed in EM
studies of cell nuclei.[140,141] Evidence provided by Maeshima and
colleagues indicates that the interior of CDs is densely packaged
to an extent that nucleosome interactions between neighboring
≈10 nm thick chromatin fibers prevent the formation of 30 nm
thick fibers (Figure 9A).[142,143]

According to the Maeshima model, the dense packaging of
irregularly folded 10 nm fibers results in a liquid-like behavior
of the chromatin domain structure. The diffusion of individual
macromolecules into the interior of compact CDs is possible, yet
highly constrained, whereas large transcription complexes are
excluded (Figure 9B,C). Monte Carlo simulations suggest that
constrained diffusion of individualmacromolecules into the inte-
rior of CDs with nucleosome concentrations of about 0.3–0.5mm
(corresponding to 40–60 Mb µm−3) is possible, whereas such
densities result in an accessibility barrier for molecular com-
plexes with diameters> 20–25 nm.[45] For comparison, the size of

Figure 6. Both the interchromatin compartment and chromatin arrangements undergo major changes during human hematopoietic cell differentiation
and bovine preimplantation development. A) Representative nuclei of cycling and terminally differentiated human hematopoietic cell types. Reproduced
with permission.[123] Copyright 2015, Springer Nature. Upper row: SIM midsections of DAPI-stained nuclei with examples of human hematopoietic pre-
cursor cells (progenitor cells, monoblasts, and myeloblasts) and terminally differentiated cells (monocytes and granulocytes). Note obvious differences
with regard to nuclear shapes and extent of nuclear envelope invaginations. Middle row: The same nuclear midsections shown with color-coded DNA
density classification (classes 1–7). Bottom row: Enlargements of framed boxes in the middle row (for further details, see ref. [123]). Scale bars: 2 µm;
0.5 µm for the enlarged insets. A, below) Schematic draft for a color coded DNA density classification used as a proxy for increasing chromatin densities:
Class 1 (blue) background intensity represents the IC; classes 2 and 3 represent the PR, class 4 is considered a transition zone, classes 5–7 comprise the
compact chromatin domains of the INC,[126] compare also Figure 7. B) Nuclei representative for different stages of in vitro fertilized (1–5) and cloned
bovine preimplantation embryos (7–11) (for details, see ref. [35]). Nuclei 1–3 and 7–9 exemplify stages prior to and at major genome activation (MGA),
which was demonstrated to occur at the 8-cell stage of IVF embryos: Nuclei 4, 5 and 10, 11, respectively, represent stages after MGA. Chromatin arrange-
ments, as well as the arrangements of the IC (blue), undergomajor changes during preimplantation development. AfterMGA nuclear volumes decreased
significantly in both IVF and cloned embryos (for quantitative measurements, see ref. [35]). Despite these major changes of nuclear organization, boxed
areas (6, 12) from 5 and 9 show chromatin domain clusters pervaded by the IC. Reproduced with permission.[35] Copyright 2014, Taylor & Francis. C)
Panels 13–19 further demonstrate a major impact of cloning on nuclear shape and size, as well as on the spatial organization of chromosome territories
and the IC. (13) shows amid-plane and (14) a top nuclear section with two painted BTA 13 territories recorded with a laser confocal scanningmicroscope
from an ellipsoidal-shaped, DAPI-stained (false-colored gray) bovine fetal fibroblast nucleus. Territory borders can only be discriminated after CT painting
(15). In contrast, a complete separation of these painted CTs from neighboring CTs was noted in nuclei of IVF embryos close to MGA (not shown), as
well as in nuclei of cloned preimplantation embryos at a similar stage of preimplantation development (16–19). Scale bars: 3 µm; insets: 2 µm.
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Figure 7. ANC-INC model: Synopsis of relationships between chromatin compaction and the enrichment of functional markers representative for the
active or inactive nuclear compartment. See Figures 1 and 6 and refs. [35,46,74,121,123,125,126] for details.

individual transcription factories was estimated to be between 35
and 75 nm using both EM and super-resolution microscopy.[145]

Other macromolecular complexes, for example, replication com-
plexes may even be larger.[146] Furthermore, the Maeshima group
described the formation of a loose spatial genome chromatin
network via RNAPII-Ser5P, which can globally constrain chro-
matin dynamics.[147] Accessibility measurements using image
correlation spectroscopy suggested a substantial accessibility bar-
rier for particles as small as 10–20 nm into chromatin domains
with DNA densities on the order of about 1 mm.[148,149] It was
argued that phase-separated droplets of distinct chromatin states
within the nucleus are mediated by class-specific interactions of
multivalent proteins, such as H3K27m3, H3K9m3, HP1𝛼, and
polycomb group proteins.[150–152] In addition, phase separation
may also help to concentrate certain molecules and exclude

others creating diffusion barriers in the crowded environment
of the IC.[153,154] (Figure 2D)

6. Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives

In this article, we have described current evidence for three inter-
connected hypotheses of the ANC-INC model—the IC hypothe-
sis, the limited accessibility hypothesis and the dynamic inter-
actions hypothesis (Section 2). Although current evidence for
these hypotheses is by no means compelling, it seems strong
enough to warrant further studies, as well as attempts to in-
tegrate this evidence into models of the nuclear architecture
supported by other experimental strategies, such as Hi-C,[155–157]

ChIA-Pet,[158,159] and GAM.[160] Notably, despite their possibilities
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Figure 8. 3D structured illumination microscopy (SIM) demonstrates an enrichment of ribonucleic acids in the ANC and direct connections of IC
channels with nuclear pores. A) Human fibroblast nucleus recorded with SIM after 3D FISH with a global cDNA probe (Silahtaroglu and Cremer,
unpublished results). This probe hybridized to RNA transcribed from numerous genes, as well as to denatured, nuclear DNA targets, which served for
RNA transcription. Upper panel: Mid-nuclear sections: 1) Overlay: DAPI: magenta; RNA andDNA targets hybridized with the cDNA probe: green. 2) DAPI
only. 3) cDNA/RNA only. Lower panel: respective magnifications of the boxed areas at the border of nuclear mid-sections. As predicted by the ANC-INC
model, we find a strong enrichment of the target sites within the IC and the lining chromatin domains. Scale bar: 5 µm, inset magnifications 500 nm. B-1)
3D volume rendering of a cuboidal shaped part of the nuclear periphery with DAPI-stained chromatin colored in brown and the IC in green. Green dots
represent IC channels penetrating the peripheral heterochromatin. 2) Same 3D volume rendering shows nuclear pore complex immunostained with an
antibody against Nup153 (blue). This result demonstrates that IC channel start/end at nuclear pores. 3) Partial apical SIM section from amousemyoblast
nucleus with transverse cuts through IC channels (black holes) penetrating the layer of heterochromatin beneath the nuclear lamina together with red
marked H3K4m3 and green marked H3K27m3 signals. Scale bars: 2 µm. insets: 0.5 µm. Adapted with permission.[74] Copyright 2014, Springer Nature.

for genome wide studies, methods based on 3D contact frequen-
cies (Hi-C, ChIA-Pet) or the spatial proximity of DNA sequences
(GAM) are not suitable to visualize the interchromatin com-
partment. Whereas Hi-C-based 3D models of the higher-order
chromatin architecture show an interchromatin space between

chromatin loops with open configurations[11] or little chromatin
balls/droplets,[161] we miss any hint on the drastic differences
of the IC with respect to its expansion and cell type specific ar-
rangements within the nuclear space (demonstrated in Figure 6).
Whereas the existence of CTs has become a generally accepted
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Figure 9. Polymer melt model of chromatin domain structure. A) Accord-
ing to the liquid drop model of Maeshima and colleagues, chromatin
domains are built up by irregularly folded 10 nm thick chromatin fibers.
Active chromatin regions (red) are transcribed on the domain surfaces
with transcriptional complexes (purple) and RNA polymerase II (green).
Adapted from ref. [144]. B) Constrained diffusion of single transcription
factors (∅ ≈ 5 nm, yellow,) into a liquid drop like CD. C) Larger complexes
(≈30 nm, green) such as mRNP are excluded from liquid drop like CDs.
Adapted with permission.[45] Copyright 2015, IOP Publishers.

feature of higher-order chromatin organization[162] the true 3D
and 4D organization of chromatin loops and chromatin domains
has remained elusive. This information is indispensable for an
understanding of the functional nuclear compartmentalization,
in particular for a solution of the problem, whether transcription,
chromatin replication, and repair mechanisms occur at the sur-
face of CDs or in the interior or at any site. Recent evidence in-
dicates that nucleosomes form nucleosome clusters with sizes
from a few kb DNA upward.[97] At the next level, NCs may allow
the formation of individual chromatin loop domains in the order
of 100–200 kb.[163,164] Several loops form chromatin domains[163]

and several CDs form CDCs, which in turn form CTs.
Integrative biophysical and biochemical research strategies are

imperative for a better understanding of the dynamic nuclear ar-
chitecture and the molecular mechanisms involved in the inter-
play between nuclear architecture and function,[165–167] for review,
see ref. [168]. Such strategies will be discussed in a subsequent
review with a focus on high-resolution studies of chromatin com-
paction amd accessibility (Cremer et al., in preparation).
Major differences of nuclear phenotypes occur during devel-

opment of multicellular organisms from the fertilized egg to the
formation, maintenance, and senescence of cell types in whole
tissues. The extent to which these differences may be causally
connected with specified, functional tasks, defines a major issue
for future 4D nucleome research. As a caveat, we emphasize that
the description of structural components and compartments
of cell nuclei in studies from us and others are still mainly
based on 3D microscopic investigations of fixed cells. What is
least understood at present is the dynamic nature of nuclear
structure and function, which implies a preferred location of
chromatin loops and chromatin domains or even entire CTs for
the proper execution of functional tasks, including a variable
course of channels depending on functional needs. To solve

these problems, it will be mandatory to observe movements
of DNA sequences and entire CDs between the ANC and INC
directly in live cell studies.[68,73,169–172]

During recent years, an ever-increasing number of distin-
guishable cell types were detected in multicellular species. An
interdisciplinary community of scientists has started a collabo-
ration to build a human cell atlas. This atlas should define “all
human cell types in terms of distinctive molecular profiles (e.g.,
gene expression) and connect this information with classical cel-
lular descriptions (e.g., location and morphology).”[173] The final
goal would be “to describe and define the cellular basis of health
and disease” (https://www.humancellatlas.org/). This project is
an enormous endeavor and differs from the Human Genome
Project in important ways “owing to unique aspects of cell biol-
ogy, which requires a distinct experimental toolbox, and includes
choices concerningmolecular and cellular descriptors.”[173–176] In
addition, “histological and anatomical information (e.g., cell loca-
tion, morphology, or tissue context), temporal information (e.g.,
the age of the individual or time since an exposure), and dis-
ease status” must be included, because “such information is es-
sential for harmonizing results based on molecular profiles with
rich knowledge about cell biology, histology and function.”[173] It
is an obvious challenge to combine the human cell atlas initia-
tive with 4D nucleome research to pursue the grand vision “of
gaining deeper mechanistic insights into how the nucleus is or-
ganized and functions” and “to determine how genome struc-
ture and chromatin conformation modulate genome function
in health and disease.”[11] Evolutionary studies are required to
shed more light on the origin of eukaryotes, as well as the emer-
gence and general or restricted availability of mechanisms nec-
essary to drive the structure–function relationships of nuclear
organization.[30,31]
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